Present continuous questions and answers worksheets
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The present continuous time is one of the most popular stresses among students. It's easy to form and its use is crystal clear (at least at the beginning). However, when it comes to forming questions, students often fail. To avoid this, I have come up with a number of activities to help my students, and I would like to share them with you now. ADVERT: In this post, there is a video
to teach the subject of the word, infographic, a few interactive exercises and logical sheets. In the first part, it is important to teach the formation of YES/NO questions in the present continuous time. Print the following sheet: Present continuous questions - sheet In the first part, there is a column of sentences that students should turn into questions. Tell them to use colors to guide
them. Help those who are struggling. Check out the questions. Then tell the students to convert the sentences into the second column. Now your students should be able to shape issues in the present continuous time. And as they discovered the rules themselves, they sure remember them well. Show the following infographic. Demonstrate how infographics work. Write one of the
questions on the board. Ask the students what the question is. Point to the word in the infographic. Call the color. Now point the question on the board and reveal what follows the first word. Find a sequel in rectangles and explain that the right answers are the two possibilities behind it. It took my students only two examples to understand the formation of short answers. Go back to
the sheet and ask the students to write both short answers below the questions they have formed before. Check their answers. Before you start teaching questions with question words, teach the question of the word first. Here's a video learning the question of the word: You can use the following infographic too: Once students know the basic words of the question, it's time to
practice them. In the following video, students see the answer, and their task is to provide the correct word of the question. Now teach students how to shape issues starting with WH... words in the present uninterrupted time. Print the next sheet. ADVERT: Present Continuous WH Issues - Video Content Index sheet: Job description These activities are specifically designed to
practice not only answers but also questions now uninterrupted which is what students find more difficult. two exercises to practice questions and short answers present continuous. Mostly suitable for beginners. I hope it's helpful. Have a good day! English Grammar Practice Exercise, Elementary Level This exercise gives you the practice of forming questions now for a continuous
time. Instructions Write a question in this continuous based on each Example : I cook What are you cooking? The quality of ESL grammar sheets, quizzes and games - from A to I - for teachers and pupils of the CONTINUOUS Grammar Sheet Is a Real ContinuousUse 'ing' form of verbs to describe the picture. Answer key on page 2.Level: Beginner in Elementary Time:
Approximately 10 minutes Grammar Word Search is present continuous18 word elements; with ANSWER KEYLevel: Rookie in Elementary Time: Approximately 15 minutes of ACTIVITY SUGGESTION I find that Grammar Word Search is best to work as a simple warm-up at the beginning of the lesson. A great idea is to follow up using some (or all) words in writing, or perhaps an
infusion game. Editing PracticePresident Continuous Correcting Grammatical Errors below. The first one is made for you. There are still 12,126 wordsAnswer key on page 2Level: Rookie in Elementary Time: Approximately 10 to 15 minutes Grammar ListPresident of Continuous Spelling RulesWords with one syllable Complete sentences. Use the verb 'ing'With ANSWER KEY
and the Level conversion percentage chart: Rookie in primary time: Approximately 15 minutes of ACTIVITY SUGGESTION Wrap-up, so that students compare responses with classmates and then select one or two students to write their answers on the board. Fix and discuss any mistakes.
(Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar Leaf Is a true
continuous answer to questions using the present continuous tension. Use the space provided. The answers will change. Level: Beginner in Elementary Time: Approximately 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONConsider extension of this exercise, having your students give a reason for each answer. For example: I have breakfast because I'm hungry. Use the
back of the exercise sheet if necessary. GrammarReference Chart provides continuous examples of current continuous statements and questions. Print in b/w; or color for projectors or laminated printsLevel: Beginner in the initial FREE Download SUGGESTION Email this grammar reference chart for your students if you know their email address, or post it on your class website.
GrammarReference Chart Present Continuous Spelling RulesRules on how to spell present continuous verbs Print in b/w; or color for projectors or laminated printsLevel: Rookie in Elementary FREE Download SUGGESTION email Grammar reference chart for your students if you know their email address, or post it on your class website. Original video (4:17) created and
uploaded to YouTube of All Things Grammar Visit my YouTube channel to subscribe and watch more English teaching and learning videos! Grammar quiz Present continuous16 questions with multiple options; with ANSWER KEY and percentage conversion of the Level chart: Beginner in Elementary Time: Approximately 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTION Use
this quiz either as a pre-activity diagnostic tool, or as an after-activity assessment. Consider saving time marking documents by (1) asking your students to switch documents and then (2) playing YouTube videos on the left and with your peer students correctly. Summing up, discussing any mistakes. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar sheet Present continuous12 sentences (Write
full sentences using the current continuous - use hints); with ANSWER KEY and chartLevel conversion percentage: Beginner in Elementary Time: Approximately 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTION Before giving this sheet to your students, review and discuss the difference between present simple and present continuous stresses. See the table of grammatical
links at the top of this page site.
Summing up when students compare responses with classmates and then choose one or two students to write their answers on the board: (1) We watch TV, etc. Fix and discuss any mistakes.
(Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar Crossword Present Continuous18 words elements;
FROM ANSWER KEY Level: Beginner in Elementary Time: Approximately 15 - 20 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTION This activity can be done individually, but it works better in pairs. Monitoring and offering random help (additional clues) for more complex word elements. Read the answers in the dialogues and make the present simple and present continuous
questions. Where do you work? I work in Leeds. There are simple and present continuous positive, negative and questionable forms (exercises, PDF sheets and grammar rules) for beginners and elementary learners of English as a second language. Real simple and current continuous questions These simple questions are made with having a verb do or do. Do you know? He
knows? We don't add this to negative questions. You don't know? (Isn't it Doesn't he know? (Doesn't he know?) The verb is not used to ask questions with modal verbs and verbs to be. Are you hungry? Is she at work? Can you do this for me? Can I ask you a question? How to make wh-questions: If the wh-pronoun presenting the question (who, which) is the subject of the
question, we do not use the verb do. Compare the following suggestions. Who's helping you? What car does it belong to you? But: Who do you help? What kind of car do you like? ('what car' is the object) The present continuous questions arise by changing the order of the sentence. Are you sleeping? Is he doing his homework? We don't add this to negative questions. You're not
sleeping? (Aren't you sleeping?) He's not doing his homework? (Doesn't he do his homework?) Negative questions usually express surprise or irritation. You're not listening to me? Doesn't it work? You're not going to work? Isn't she wearing a jacket? The top report of this announcement is the report of this ad
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